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MYIMAGE An affliction of innocence
Is there a no man’s land between the Peace Corps and dte Department of State? The author of the jollow;ng ardcle, o f?r!ner Volunteer who ;s now a Foreign Service Oficer rhinks so, and he suggests
that the reasons are found in some false notions held by members

ofthe

Peace

Corps.

By DARRYL
One disease which seems endemic
to the Peace Corps, even after five
years,. is the one called MYIMAGE. AS
described by an early Thailand Volunteer, its chief symptoms-are blind in nOcence, invidious comparisons, and bad
manners.
Its sufferers often attack
missionaries, businessmen, and official
Americans
abroad
as incompetent,
misguided,
or both. Unfortunately,
MYIMAGEis not confined 10 the YOung
and newly dedicated; indeed, official
speeches and publications,
including
THE VOLUNTEER, reflect near-fatal
cases. Not surprisingly, former Volunteers seem less afflicted, having been
somewhat purged by their experience.
Missionaries and businessmen can
defend
themselves,
or ignore the
charges, 1 want to defend the Foreign
Service, and by implication, other official Americans.
Among the many cultural crimes we
are accused of, the following often
recur, We are: (1) not skilled or
interested in languages; (2) not in
touch with “the people;’, (3) not culturally aware, and thus not sympathetic; and finally, (4) guilty of extravagant high living.
In fairness, we must admit that the
charges contain some truth, but tbe
total impression,
like that of The
Ugly A:nerican, is totally wrong. Let’s
look at them in order: ( 1) We are not
skilled or interested in languages. A
recent report showed that more than
90 per cent of all Foreign Semite
Officers have speaking and reading
proficiency in at least one lan~age
(higher ranks have higher percentages); and about 12 per cent know
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four languages or more. My preseni
boss and his wife know, between them,
nine languages. Virtually all political
officers know the primary language of
their_ post;. indeed, fluency is regnired
of area specialists.
(2) We are not in touch with “the
people.” Though .tme, this charge is
largely irrelevant, As the Acting Consular Officer, each day I interview
more than 20 Indians going to visit or
study in the United States. Of course,
it’s mainly official business and not
very personal, but I suspect that they
are fairly typical of the new urban
and semi-urban
educated
Indians.
More to the point, though, the “man
in the street” in most countries is

selves. If Embassy types do not mix
much in tbe cafes, it’s because they
are doing their jobs.
(3) We are not culturally aware
and. are .therefoce unsympathetic.
1.
am not precisety sure what this means,
but if it is related to training, the
Foreign Service does a much better
job of area studies and cultural orien- *
tation than does the Peace Corps. I
suspect, however, that this charge relates more to feelings of affinity than
to training. And here we come to
one of the major differences in role
belw.een Peace Corps Volunteers and
Foreign Service Officers. Volunteers
expect to identify with the people and
the needs of thtir village. Foreign
Service Officers, on the other hand,
are commissioned representatives
of
the United States Government.
Thus,
‘1 ojten meet Volunteers
when foreign interests confict with
in the consulate
. I nothose of the United States, their pritice a marked difference
mary loyalty is to the U. S. interests.
in manner between those
In practice, of course, oficial Americans frequently do identify with their
who know that 1 was a
hosts, which is why they are moved
Peace Corps
Volunteer
around every four or five years.
and those who do not.
But perhaps the point about symThe latter make slight efpathy goes further, to question even
fort to be pleasant . . .
the basic humanity of overseas Americans.
Peace Corps Director
Jack
sometimes they are downVaughn, praising a group of recent
right snobbish and rude.’
Volunteers for their noble ideals, compared them with official Americans,
saying, ‘When did YOU l=t hear an
unaware of and uninterested in ioreign
FSO-3 talk about loveT
The obviaffaim and bis voice seldom counts
anyway.
Political officers talk prious amwer—m Mr. Vaughn Klmself
know-is
that FSO-3’S, in their ofimarily to people whose opinions do
Q
cial roles, talk about love as often m
matter—political
leaders,
students,
it is a factor in foreip policy, which
journalists, labor boss=, military leadis not often. But to suggest that the
ers, and, of course, the rulers them2

people themselves are dehumanized by
their roles—that they no longer feel
the same range of emotions as normal
human beings—is both silly and per.
nicious. And it does nothing to flatter
the Peace Corps.
(4) This brings .US to the charge
of high living. It cannot be denied,
bul it can be qualified, Most Americans abroad (including Peace Corps
staff members)
have families, and
those families often come directly
from middle class surroundings in the
States. Mothers and children, in particular, expect a degree of comfort
comparable to that which they left.
Outside of Europe
and, perhaps,
Japan, these standards place one at
the top of the social heap. Even so,
there are some challenges, since common amenities like water, electricity
and transportation are undependable.
In the Peace Corps, we expected such
problems and enjoyed coping with
them, Now, fhey are merely irritating.
“High living;, however, has another
aspect which is one of the major functions of the Foreign Service, namely,
representation.
The Ambassador
is
the personal representative
of the
President of the United States, and
thus is expected to carry the Presi.
dent,s message to the highest ruling
circles in his country of assignment.
He is also expected to entertain on
that level. Dignitaries, i“cl”di”g heads
of state, frequently visit American
missions, and a “grass hut,, reception
would be both improper protocol and
an inaccurate reflection of American
standards.
Where the Peace Corps
represents America on the people-to.
people level, the Foreign
Sewice
represents it on the government-togovernment level.
Besides representation, official missions have two other prima~ functions: to support, and to report. Sup.
porting includes such things as getting
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your household goods from the ship
to your house, renting your office
space, taking care of your passpom
and visas, witnessing your marriage,
getting you out of jail, shipping your
body home, and other similar activities on behalf of government employes
and other citizens abroad. Reporting
.is the chief business of the economic/
commercial officers, and of the political officers. The former gather data
from published statistics and from co”.
tacts in business and finance. The
latter are chiefly concerned
with
“news” and its implications, and with
leaden and potential leaders in the
nation,s power picture.
All on a tew
relevant question, certain
to spark some debate, concerns the
place of the Peace Corps i“ U.S. for.
eign policy. We have long assumed
that it is not directly involved, but
this slance, though useful i“ dissociating the organization from unpopular
U.S. positions, is dubious, For the
Peace Corps is ““deniably American;
it works in foreign lands, and, hope.
fully, follows someone’s ordes
or
policies. The much-heralded
Peace
Corps role providing medical aid to
both sides in the Dominican crisis
was clearly a matter of policy at the
highest level, arid was clearly i“ Ii”e
with our long-term foreign policy i“terests, It is U.S. policy to assist
Indian agriculture; the Peace Corps
is involved in assisting India” agric”l.
ture; the connection seems too Obvio”~
to belabor. Of course, Peace Corps
Volunteers are not officials, i“ the
Wual sense, and there is no need for
them to wave the flag and stand four.
square. But there is a need to under.
stand the Peace Corps role as a part
of total U.S. presence.
Since about 1900, Americans have
seriously debated two approaches to
foreign affairs: isolation and involvement. The Peace Corps, in spite of
its aloofness, represents the side of
involvement. It is one of several arms
(second in numbers now only to the
military)
carrying
out
American
policy—and it may be the most efiective. But simply because we do not
all play the same position does not
mean that we cannot play on the
same team. Some are out in the field,
and othem are sitting behind home
plate, catching it, But what does the
fielder gain by abusing the catcher?
Most bericans
abroad are proud
of the Peace Corps and its successes.
They reco~ize the Volunteers not %
A further

3

rivals but % valuable conuibutom
to
comon
efforts.
Some Volunteem,
however, do not respond in kind. 1
of[en meet Volunteers i“ the cons”.
late where I work, and 1 notice a
marked difference in manner between
those who know that I was a Peace
Corps Volunteer and those who do
not. The latter make slight effort to
be pleasant or to communicate more
than the bare essentials of their b“si.
ness. Sometimes they are downright
snobbish and rude. Such behavior,
based on such trivial considerations,
is unnecessary and aggravating,
Young Foreign Sewice Officers are
much like Peace Corps Volunteers,
except in uniform and function. They
too come with a large dose of dedication. But innocent they are “et; a“d
MYJMAGErarely amicts them.
The Foreign Service could surely
use more Peace Corps types. And
likewise, some Peace Corps Volunteers
and leaders could use some mature
perspective about their roles and that
of official Americans
abroad.
Five
years of this disease is enough,
Darryl

Johnson
;s A ,>]cricnn
in Bo,>zbay, India, He is
one of a growing nt,,,]be, of Jor,>Ier
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‘Far East’ erased from Peace Corps maps
c<~e only lesson to be
learnt is that East and West
are no more than names. ”
—Mahatma
Gandhi
me
term “Far East” has been
eliminated
from the official Peace
Corps vocabulary.
The old regiOn
of that name h= been changed to
East Asia and Pacific (EAP ).
The new designation
applies to
Peace Corps operations
in Korea,
Malaysia,
the Philippines,
Thall!nd
and the Trust Territory Of the pacific
Islands.
“We hope that with a nudge from
us the term Far East will soon fade
into its deserved niche in the colonial,
Euro-centrist
past: said regional director Ross Pritchard.
“NO longer
wiU our host country friends be able
to =k, ‘Far East of what?’ “

Director Jack Vaughn approved tbe
new designation on the recommendation of Pritchard.
The idea initially
came from a Philippine senator, Raul
S, Manglapus, whose criticism of the
Far East label (see stov opposite)
was passed on to Pritchard by Halsey
Beemer, a returned Volunteer from
the Philippines.
While the Philippine senator was
concerned with the continental desiv
nation, Pritchard learned on a trip to
the Trust Territory that the islanders
did not consider themelves
a part
of Asia. Since the Trust Territory
program comes under the region,s administrative
mantle, tbe Pacific tag
was added to fist Asia.
The term Far East is a relic of what
Indian historian K. M. Panikkar called
the “VNCO de Gama epoch in Asian
4

history:
when the maritime POwers
of Europe were in charge of tbe geography books, and it was used to differentiate between the regions east of
Europe.
In its most restricted sense, the term
applied to the easternmost Asian “a.
tlons bordering on the Pacific. By
other standards, including U.S. diplomatic administration, the Far East has
included Burma, Cambodia,
China,
Indonesia, Japan, Laos, Outer Mongolia, Ttbet, Vietnam and smaller
utits in addition to the Peace Corps
countries listed above.
While the Far East is out, the Near
East is still in tbe agency dictionary,
u the middle section of the NANESA
Region (North Africa, Near East,
South &ia).
That region has no immediate name change plans.

●
~

‘We are East Asia’
A key passage from the speech
that Philippine Senator Raul S.
Manglapus delivered in California earlier this year is reprinted as follows:
“The family of young nations will
have no more of the father image.
Lerner reminds us that in the early
days of the shaping of American nati0flali5m the American had first to
slay the European father so that he
could then without inhibition use his
European heritage in his own drive
to greatness,
“This is what the Asians must do,
The Indian has had to slay the British father so that he might’work his
own destiny through British constitutional traditions. And i“ my coun.
tw, there is the young Filipino I
have already introduced you to, an
entrepreneur, who must slay the
American father image, or at least
cut it down to brotherly size, so that
he might collaborate with him or
compete with him on equal terms
using techniques of Haward Busi.
ness School,
“There is also in my countv the
Filipino leader who must slay the
American father image so that he
might lead his countW, with no self.
consciousness, through his own ver.
Sion of Amer)ca” co”stit”tional de.
mocracy and negotiate claims and
treaties with America on the basis
of mutual respect.
,’1am told that one need not worry
that the American will resist this
slaying for it ill befits the American
to play the role of international
fatheq a leader among equals, yes,
but no father—not you with your
passion for brotherhood, not you with
your sporting blood that wiII keep
you from taking fatherly advantage.
“We might begin with a revision
of nomenclature which to some may
seem trivial, but which is in fact of
the essence of the archaic, paternalistic Euro.centrism which we must
uproot,
“1 refer to such terms as ‘Far
East: Western Europe is the west.
ern pafl of Europe. North America
is the notihern half of the double
continent of America. But, why Far
East? Far from whom? And from
where? In colonial days the Near
East was called near because it was
nearer to London or to Paris than
the Middle East, The Far East was
called far because it, indeed, was
far, failing easMard from the capi.
tals of Europe,
“But to Californians we could be
the Near West, And better still, to
ourselves as Mans, we are East
&a:

I

Advice
fromKorea
“The host government defined your role to be a teaching role at
secondary schools, but this is only the pr;mry
role. The difference
between your status and the role of “visiting professors” lies in the
possibility, or rather the expectation, of your greater involvement i“
the life of Koreans—studenb
and others. A happy medium between
tbe primary duty and tbe secondary duty—but in a sense, more vital
aspect of your role—must be sought,
“Of course, you are oficial representatives of tbe United States working
for your own government.
However, you are not governmental representatives; you should represent more of your people and your nation
as a whole, This means that strenuous efforts must be made to build
up a unique and favorable image of the Peace Corps in Korea, which
is distinct from that of your diplomatic mission or of your G1’s over
there. It is essential that you strive to help your students and neighbors
to meet their real needs and to help them to realize immediate aspirations,
rather than to follow or implement just tbe policies and tasks already
prescribed by the Washington government.
Flexibility, sensitivity, a“d
imagination are called for to cushion the possibly adverse effects of
your oficial line.
“Here the problem of the frame of reference comes up. To rid oneself of an already acquired frame of reference is extremety difficult. But
effective acculturation will hardly take place unless you will start tith
a clean slate, Americans ‘are supposedly
pragmatic;
we still find
many of your officials to be rather theory-oriented,
practice-bound
and
conformist. Frequently, serious co”ticts have developed between American representatives and their Korean counterparts
because the former
attempted to impose upon the latter an alien frame of reference and
value system. You ought to be constructively critical toward Korea”
irrationality and anachronism; however, the final judge is always Koreans
who know the intricacy of the situation and can see the exact merit
of the case. This can be done only if and when yo” understand your
colleagues and love your host nationals in Korea,
“Linguistic proficiency and professional expertise are very important
to carry out your mission, but they are no more than an instrument
by which more far-reaching objectives can be achieved.
Be a good
teacher and a dependable technical adviser; at the same time, be a
good friend, a“ obliging neighbor and a well-accepted member of the
community.
Even if you fail in the first two tasks, you must succeed
in [he last one, in this connection, I cannot overemphasize the importance of personality factors. It is to be desired that your inevitable
preoccupations
with language learning do not stand in the way of
cultivating a sincere, understanding and sociable character in a simulated
foreign environment,
“Koreans are exceedingly sensitive and emotional.
Quite often, they
make more of prestige and dignity than of material benefits. In order
not to offend them, you must be equally sensitive enough to grasp the
emotional subtleties involved in their bebavior and utterances. At times,
they are very expressive and outspoken, but uually they are resewed
and inarticulate.
Reading between the lines of a letter or resting the
minds of people is another valuable art to Iear”. This art will prove
a best Wide to steer you in the wild sea of human interaction and group
dynamics in a foreign land.,’
—Excerpts
of a letter fro!n Mr. Ki,n Kok, a Korean language in.
Ttructor at the Peace Corps training center in Hawaii, to the first g,o”p of
trui,leex preparing for se,vice in Korea—ltdy,
1966.
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Tests

speak

well of PCV
language
efforts

A survey of the results of foreign
language testing of Volunteers
has
shown that at the end of service most
Volunteers are able to get along in
the host country language both on the
job and i“ social situations.
But the survey also shows wide
discrepancies
among Volunteers
in
proficiency by language and area of
the world. Spanish-speaking
Volunteers came up with the best averages,
followed by those in Francophone
Africa and Brazil. Significantly lower
levels of proficiency were ~ttained in
languages of Asia and Africa, which
are usuallv more dificult fOr Englishspeaking people.
The survey included results of tests
in 22 languages taken by 4,329 Volunteers in 31 nations from July, 1965
to June, 1966. A total of 2,570 of
these Volunteers were tested at the
end of their service overseas; 1,759
took the same fest at mid-tour, thus
providing another index of Votunteer
language ability.
The testing provided by the Foreign
Service Institute uses ratings derived
from a five-point scale to provide an
objective measure of the competence
of Foreign Service employes in foreign languages. The scale is designed
to measure the absolute speaking proficiency of the individual being tested.
On this scale, the FS1-2 rating (see
top box) indicates an ability to satisfy
routine social demands and limited
on-the-job
requirements,
Volunteers
tested at mid-tour, after a year in the
count~,
showed an average profi.
ciency score slightly above this level.

TUNED IN TO TRUKESE: The Peace Corps taught 73 languages this year, nine of
which are native to the Trust Territory of the Pacific. They include Chamorro, Kusaie,
Marshallese, Palauan, Ponopean, Tmkese 1 & 2, Ulithi and Yapese. Above, trainees
bound for the Pacific listen to language tapes through transistorized head sets
supplied at their Key West, Florida trajning site. The Pacific languages are no
longer the newest on the Peace Corps Instruction list. The latest is TswanaJ the
language of Botswana (formerly Bechuanaland), where Volunteers gO this winter.
This implies a sufficient vocabulary,
accent and control to at least express
oneself intelligibly, althOugh simP1y
and with many circumlocutions.
A comparison of these scores with
the end of service scores shows a definite improvement in language proficiency during the second year.
The mean score of the terminating
Volunteers was FSI-2 plus. This level
indicates better ~ammar and vocabulary than FS1-2. But it also indicates
“blatant deficiencies in both.:’
Spankh

rat=

best

At the top of the Peace Corps lanin
guage ladder, mean proficiencies

Spanish, French and Portuguese were
almost at the level of FSI-3. This is
considered the minimum professional
6

level, where the language proficiency
is sufficient for participation
in all
and
minor
general
convemations
errors don’t interfere with- under.
standing and rarely disturb the native
speaker.
Ratings were appreciably lower in
the more difficult languages of Africa
and Asia. Of those lan~ages
in
which significant numbers were tested,
the average score was only at the limited working level of between FSI-2
and FSI-2 plus. At the mid-tour level,
the mean scores for these IanWages
(which range from Hindi to Urdu to
Szechuanese to Wolof and Arabic)
reached only an FS1-1 and FSI-I plus
level, good enough for routine travel
needs and minimum courtesy require.
ments.

@
*

*

Many Volunteers
have demonstraled a competence in two foreign
Ian@ages.
In Francophone
Africa,
for example, some achieved working
proficiency in both French and tribal
languages. In Niger, Volunteers tested
in French at mid-tour had an average
score of FSI-2 plus and at the same
time scored an average of FSI-2 in
Hausa. Average scores rose to FSI-3
and FSI-2 plus in French and Hausa,
respectively, by the end of service.
Similar results were achieved in
Morocco, with French and Arabic,
and in Senegal, with French and
Wolof.
The world-wide results were compiled by Dan Devine, a summer intern who worked in the Division of
University Relations and Training.
AlIan Kulakow, language coordinator for the Peace Corps, says he is
heartened by the results.
“Such proficiencies as are indicated
by this survey have never before been
obtained by such large numbers of
Americans in such short time,” he
barrier
says. “The communication
confronted in foreizn service enterprises has become m~ch less appalling
thanks in large part to the efforts Of
Volunteers.”
Kulakow says that the FSI tests,
which were fir~t applied to the Peace
Corps ‘in 1963 and are now widely
used in (he agency, provide an objet.
live standard by which the Peace
Corps can evaluate training programs
and establish a reference point for
imP[Ovement in instructional
sched.
ules and methods. The end of service tests have also been used by the
Division of Selection in predicting a
trainee’s potential for achievement in
language learning. Also, says Kula-

~e
Foreign Semite Imtitite
language test hm one of those
open-ended
questions that ah
for commenb about the test itself. One unfriendly Volunteer
penned
“me Id go= against eve~
principal (sic) of a good Ian&age
exm, and I would love to have
a pin chqtig
it. I thkk
tith
piead
other CUM,
much of the ~lation
could
be etiinated.
& it k the test
h umeliable, ~vtid,
incomplete
and subjective.
All in all, it’s a
experience if you can five
~at

though

it?’

‘With confidence

but not with

facili~

According to the first compi Iation of Volunteer language test scores,
the avemge Vol”ntee, is at the FSI-2 level at mid-tour, and even more pre
ficient in language at completion of sewice. The simplest definition of
FSI.2 iS: “able to sat; SfaCtOWroutine social demands and limited work re.
quirements.” The complete definition, from the Foreign Semite Institute:
“Can handle with confidence but not with facility most social situations
including introductions and casual convermtions about current events, one’s
work, family, and autobiogmph ical information; can handle with confidence
but not with facility limited on-the-job requirements, e.g. simple instructions to, students simple explanations to co-worker% and descriptions of
mechanical equipment; but may need help in handling any complications
or difficulties in these situations. Can “understand most conversations on
non-technical subjects and has a speaking vocabulary sufficient to express
himself simply with some circumloc”tio”s
(“on-technical subjects being
understood as topics which require no specialized knowledge); accent,
though often quite American, is intelligible; can usually handle elementa~
constructions quite accurately but does not have thorough or confident control of the grammar.”

kow, the mid-tour tests have given
impetus to Volunteers to put more
time and effort on language.
At present there is no minimum
level of language proficiency for Volunteers. However, more training time
was spent in language this summer
than ever before, and the trend remains upward from a 300-hour minimum. At the same time, staff requirements have tightened. Staff members
are required to have an FSI-3 level.
The t 965-66 tests were given in the
foltowing languages: Spanish, Portuguese,
Afghan
Persian,
Gujarati,
Hinti, Maralhi, Iranian Persian, Urdu,
Bengali, Turkish, Malay, Mandarin
Chinese, Canlonese Chinese, Szechlla.
nese, Thai, Amharic; French, Hausa,
Djerma, Yoruba, Wolof and Arabic.
In some countries, the language
tests will be given from three to six
months after Volunteers
arrive incountry as a stimulus for self study.
Concludes
Kulakow:
“Volunteers
are pioneering in many of the tanguages of the world and accomplishing proficiencies in mms numbers in
many of the previously
‘obscure’
languages.”
It is generally acknowledged in the
U.S. Government that Peace Corps
Volunteers have for the most part
obtained a greater proficiency in language than have representatives
of
other government agencies. A major
reaon
is that Volunteers generally
have a greater need and a greater
opportunity to speak a host IanWage.
Officers in the Department of State
and the U.S. Information Agency are
allowed no more than one promotion
unless they obtain an FS1-3 rating in
7

a European
language or. an FS1-2
rating in a non-European
language.
The Agency of International
Devel.
opment requires an FSI.2 level for
enlploycs seeking a second tour overseas, and on FSI-3 level for the third
tour.
Kulakow reports another significant
development out of Peace Corps la”.
guage efforts: a dramatic increase in
the number of Americans who speak
a foreign language. By the end of the
next program year, he says, the Peace
Corps will have given more than
50,000 people intensive training in
languages. It is estimated that Peace
Corps language training has already
increased by 50 per cent the number
of peoPIe in the United States with
competence in a second language.

Book available
A new do-it-yourself
language’
booklet has been published by the
Peace Corps and is available to Volunteers and staff members. It is titled
Wl,ere Do I Go Fro!II Here? and is
designed to help out “at that very
critical stage of language
learning
when the student finds himself i“ the
country for which his lan~age
has
prepared him, surrounded
by those
who speak the Iang”age he has been
teaming.”
Topics covered include how to work
with a language assistant, how to prepare your own materials and how to
learn a Iangtiage you haven’t studied.
~e
authors
are Marguerite
and
Charles Kraft. Copies may be ordered
through Sally Foley, Division of University Relations a“d Training, Peace
Corps, Washington, D. C. 20525.

Free baggage

allowance

The Peace Corps has announced
that Volunteers who entered training
before June 1, 1966 may on their return trips use either the old free baggage allowance or the allowance that
went into effect this year.
This change was made in response
to concerns expressed by many Volunteers overseas that tbe new allowance
would impose hardships on those who
went abroad under the old regulations.
Responding to Volunteers’ concerns
about ‘lack of information in training
about the new changes in return baggage allowance, tbe Peace Corps announced that overseas Volunteers who
entered training before June 1, 1966
n~ay use either the old or new allowances.
In addition to the 44 pounds of accompanied baggage allowed by the airline, the old allowance authorized 50
pounds of unaccon>panied air freight

revised

and 250 pounds of sea freight, or no
air freight and 300 pounds of sea
freight.
Newly announced regulations allow
100 pounds of air freight, PIUS 44
pounds of accompanied baggage. This
allowance now will apply only to Volunteers who entered training after June
1, 1966. Final discretion concerning
these allowances is up .to Peace Corps
country dir=tors, due to the fact that
in some countries surface shipments
are difficult.
The new all-air freight policy was
agreed upon after many terminating
Volunteers had cited unfortunate incidents of baggage losses, pilferage,
mildew and delays in transit. Another
factor was the new U.S. customs regulation which no longer permits tbe
free duty exemption to he applied to
foreign purchases not accompanying
the traveler.

Technical book Iockersprepared
Technical book lockers will soon
be available to Volunteers and staff
through Peace Corps offices in each
country.
Prepared by the Publications
and
Information Center of the Division of
Volunteer Support, the new lockers
are designed to provide job-related
reference material.
Each will consist
of 100 bow-to-do-it titles under general headings of community development, cooperatives, agriculture, crafts,
physical edl!cation,
teaching,
home
economics, bealtb and technology.
The lockers will be supplied to
every one of tbe some 130 Peace Corps
offices overseas by next February.
Once the lockers are in use, reviews
of other technical publications will be
supplied to them from time to time
to keep readers up to date on available reference works. These reviews
will supplement
the sewice already
supplied by the Publications and Information Center in obtaining material
for Volunteers.
At the same time, Marianne Nesler,
head of the center, hopes that the
technical book locker will encourage
feedback from Volunteers and staff on
publications that have been developed
by the Peace Corps in-country
or
unique publications that might be of
use in other countries.

‘-

The technical lockers will complement the regular book lockers, which
consist largely of non-technical, nonfiction and fiction works and are distributed to individual Volunteers’ sites.

and Venezuela, is tbe country director
for the new program in Paraguay.
Another
veteran
staffer,
Ward
Hewer, has taken charge of the new
program in Guyana.
He was previously deputy director in Brazil.
Tom McBride, former deputy director in the Dominican Republic, is
now director in Panama, succeeding
David Boubion, who has moved on
to be director in Guatemola.
NORTH AFRICA, NEAR EAST,
SOUTtt ASIA
In Morocco, Madison Jones has
been promoted from deputy director
to director. He went to Morocco after
sewing as an associate director in
Tunisia.
Walter P. Blass is the new director
in Afghanistan.
He is on leave of
absence from KIS post as an economic
anatyst for the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company.
The Rev. Julian L. McPbitlips, rector of St. Luke’s Eoiscoual Church
in Bir_minghZ~, Ala.,’ h_as“taken_ leave
of absence from his parish to serve
as Eastern Regidn director in India,
based in Calcutta.
Robert McCluskey, former deputy
director in Afghanistan, has assumed
duties as regional program officer in
Washington.
Before going overseas,
he was operations officer for Thailand.
AFRICA

Peace Corps
appointments
Recently announced staff changes
in” the regional offices of the Peace
Corps, overseas and in Washington,
include the following appointments:
LATIN AMERICA

Carl Ehmann, a former Volunteer
and recently the director of tbe Peace
Corps training
camp at Arecibo,
Puerto Rico, has been appointed acting chief of East Coast Operations.
Joe Haratani,
formerly
with the
Agency for International
Development, is chief of tbe West Coast area.
Dewey Heising, former executive director of tbe Institute for Human
Progress in Washington, is the new
chief of tbe Central America and
Caribbean area.
Richard Griscom, who has been a
staff menjber in Bolivia, El Salvador
8

David McAdams is the new director
in Ivory Coast, He has been an oficial with VISTA (Volunteers in Service to tierica)
and was formerly a
school administrator in tbe Congo.
Ravi Kapil has taken charge of
Peace Corps operations in Somalia.
He w~ assistant professor in the Department of Political Science at the
University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee,
and for two years wm project director for the Peace Corps Center at
the university.

New finance

chief

Anna M. Hart is the new chief
of tbe finance brancb of the Division
of Volunteer Support, which handles
readjustment allowance checks, allotments and withdrawals, insurance payments and tax questions.
She succeeds John Bossany, a former Volunteer and staff member in the Philippines who h= returned there = an
associate director.

On the making of a
Peace Corps
Volunteer

By SAMUEL

1 returned a year ago from two
years’ work as a Peace Corps teacher
in Africa. The intervening time has
brought me some realizations 1 did
not have in the midst of that experience. If I am unhappy, it is not because. I mourn the good old days and
the fresh zeal of a first generation of
Volunteer teachers.
I’m sure there
were Peace Corps giants in Africa in
those days, but there are now, too.
What 1 do mourn is that the best of
us could have been so much better
and should have been more numerous.
Our goals as Volunteers were never
really defined beyond job performance; more important we were not
trained to them, selec[ed by them or
supported in them once we were in
the field. Nor does our feedback to
Washington seem to have shmpened
and modified the existing approaches
very much save, perhaps, in training
innovations,
1 also mourn a failure to translate
the initial Peace Corps ideal into
action, to make it practical and functional, less of a mystery and banner
emblem and more of an approach to
working and thinking.
Most of us

B. ABBO~

entered with the hopelessly
broad
notion that we were going overseas to
‘<help,’ other people. Most of us left
with the hopelessly narrow notion that
Peace Corps service was teaching our
classes and remaining more or less
interested in Africa and Africans. The
failure to define and refine and implement was pardonable, perhaps, in the
first years, but now it suggests an
organization
that has never understood its business.
Our secondary edtrcation project
was recruited in early 1963. By the
time we entered training the fimt returning Volunteers had brought home
a blue note which began to sound o%.
cially: that all was not glamor but
mostly routine with small results. We
were proper recruits, then: ideahsts
without illltsions. We were also twOthirds amateur; only 31 per cent had
taught school previously.
We had
joined the Peace Corps to seine and
were assigned to teach. Beyond our
devotion to the ideal of semice and
the idealization of Africa we were, for
bctler or worse, pretty much tabti[ae
ras”e,
We

certainly

weren’t
9

ten

weeks

later. We had gone through a super
cram course which left us with sore
posteriors and di=y minds. The tom.
ponents were weighted according to
staff availability and interest but this
has since been remedied.
What hu
not is the training rationale. No one
seemed to know what a Peace Corps
Volunteer really was and yet everyone was determined to produce them.
The assumption, I gathered, was that
a Peace Corps Volunteer was a cOmposite of competent, if amateur, Africanist, well-briefed if slightly practiced
teacher, articulate spokesman for the
American Way, and healthy mind in
sound and flab-free body.
At the end of ten weeks they were
ready to select us. As the training
program had worked out, they had
discovered we were intelligent, healthy
and cooperative
(or should 1 say,
obedient?), which they already knew
when we arrived at training.
Only
now they were more certain.
They
did “select out’, two, one who was a
tiny bit too shy and one who W= a
good bit too loud. The rest of us were
qualified, presumably, as Peace Corps
Volunteers,
But what a Peace COPS
Volunteer was or how he functioned
was as unclear to me as ever,
As a result, my Peace Corps training continued throughout my first year
of service. 1 don,t know whether I
was slow or who was to blame. I do
know that 1 conducted my training
myself. Although I was five milm
from headquarters
the staff never
came. 1 harried them a good’ deal by
phone a“d in ~erson, but a far as onthe-spot support, none. You may say
1 was too close but the bush Volunteers rated one to two visits in their
24 months.
There were a few language course
but no conferences to cope with Volunteer problems or opportunities
or
my school subjects, In another part
of the country a regional director of
prodigious energy and devotion gathered his flock regularly but most staff,
despite ability and dedication, were
oppressed
by administrative
procedures and the logistical problem
which arose from doubling the number of Volunteers
during my two

‘The

question is not what a Volunteer

years. Also the staff was coming and
going and going and coming with a
frequency bound to sap Ieademhip of
effectiveness.
What issued from staff in the way
of goals, guidance, definition or resource was largely limited to negative
fiats against sloppy dress on formal
occasions, political utterances, public
drunkenness, vehicles owned by Peace
Corps Volunteers
or given by the
Peace Corps, and saving money on living allowances. Oh, yes. For bicycles.
This definition by negation, like training, yielded a murky and curious
composite
to answer the question:
What is a Peace Corps Volunteer?
A staff concern was for us to “get
off the compound and into the comm“”ity.,> No case was made for the
incqrnplete~ess
of _?ompO!nd li!g. tO
teachers who considered
themselves
full-time employ es, and no good case
was made for following the suggestion. Vacation projects were required
and endless subterfuge resulted. Peace
Corps Volunteers simplified the issue
and in10, “Isn’t teaching enough?
deed it was all they had clearly been
trained for, oriented to or practiced
in. Those who had never graded a
paper before the Peace Corps felt free
to rejoin that they were dedicated professionals engaged in a demanding
full-time job. And in tbe pit of some
stomachs was anger that the Peace
Corps, having agreed to send secondary teachers to Africa, was now telling them that they were out of step
with the rest of the Peace Corps and
somehow not true blue until they used
their teaching job as an excuse for
community development.
S@ff k ‘them’
This quarrel between staff and personnel, which had its beginning in a
childish and irrelevant
training experience, was a disaster. Conscientious
staff became policemen trying to enforce policy edicts; they could not
escape being “them” in the minds of
Peace Corps Volunteem. And Volunteers, alienated
from effective staff
leadership and support and very clear
on what they were against, lost interest in finding out what they were for.
Peace Corps Volunteer gatherings

in my experience told horror stories
of their cross-cultural
snafus, talked
of home or Africa in general, or complained of the staff and Washington.
But seldom, if ever, did they deal positively with problems in volunteering,
conceptions of volunteering or how to
translate ideals into action. It would
not have been taken seriously. Seldom were we a corps of anything but
transplanted Americans, ceflainly not
of peace.
II might be easy to dismiss tbe
foregoing as needs now being met, a
rough period of policy implementation now smooth, or Vowing pains
now eased, and point with pride to
low attrition
rate, higher average
trainee I.Q.s, increasing host countv
requests or increasing
applications.
This is not enough because this is not
our butiiess. “What is “Iicting-is basiidefinition, communication
and implementation. What is the job of a Peace
Corps Volunteer working as a teacher?
What is job effectiveness? What qualities and skills predict success? What
support is needed overseas? What criteria for selection? What training?
Answer these questions well and apply
the answer consistently to every part
of the Peace Corps experience from
the recruiting poster to the termination conference and I will be satisfied.
Here is one answer.
Being a Peace Corps Volunteer, and
here I speak in tbe African teaching
context, is manifestly nor limited to
careful lesson preparation, classrOOm
teaching and staff dutim as assigned.
I say this with tbe certainty that tbe
African secondary school is, in some
sense, a charade. Historically colonial
educators placed a student in a school
compound
whose atmosphere, discipline, clmses, organization, uniforms
and ideals resembled, as closely as
possible, those of a European school.
In what better way, it was thought,
could European values, concepts and
skills be imparted?
The danger for the Peace Corps
Volunteer today is that he will perceive the surface similarities, which
he may at first embrace with the joy
of discovering familiar tbinm in a
strange place, such as textbooks, the
IanWage, syllabi, or even surnames,
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and miss tbe tremendous difference
between his own and the indigenous
culture. The adaptation of African
mind to European educational mold
is not often achieved by the student
alone and it is difficult to see how a
Peace Corps Volunteer can function
as a teacher, leading his students Out
to new skills and concepts, if he lacks
a first-hand experience and understanding of the student’s culture. The
meeting place is half-way and the
Peace Corps teacher must go his half
by involving himself in the society in
which he proposes to educate.
Whose definition?
“The job as defined’ is insufficient
in a more general sense because tbe
lob is defined in a variety of ways or
not a~. all. It is cleax what< ubject_is
to be taught and how often. What
is not always clear is content, methods, relation to students, and role in
the school and the community. Peace
Corps Volunteers often feel different pressures and demands on them
from students,
headmasters,
colleagues, Ministries of Education and
Peace Corps staff. These conflicts can
only be resolved in “the job as I define it,” and (given teaching competence as basic, but also given doub~
about the needs for secondary education and whether the Peace Corps’
mission is to a five per cent elite and
whether a teacher can only teach in
a classroom and out of a kook) the
Volunteer may range as far afield as
his judgment and mobility allow.
Finally “teaching is enough” is n;t
enough until tbe Peace Corps Volunteer experiences the total context of
his assignment sufficiently to permit
an intelligent decision as to where he
can bat apply himself. Far too often
he finds himself checked or frustrated
in his teaching but will not recognize
wider and more imaginative opportunities for semice. I defend the right
of any Peace Corps Volunteer to decide for himelf the job in KIS situation, but that right follows the responsibility to explore his situation
thoroughly. Otherwise it is a denial of
growth and adaptation and the question arises, “who is se~ing whomT’
Having said some thina Peace

_.

*
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&at he must be to serve’
Corps Volunteer is not, 1 had better
get on with what he is. Growth and
adaptation are most of it+r
flexibility if you prefer. But for what? To
help other people meet needs. This
is what a volunteer is, isn’t it? Where
would the volunteer fireman be without any fires? Or the hospital volunteer without any bedpans the nurses
can’t get to? You say “1 will” to a
need. when you think there is a chance
you can help to meet it and when you
agree that it needs meeting and has
priority for you. But in saying “1
wily among strangers you must recOncile these two with a third consideration: what needs they want met. If
you are in a strange situation, you, will
require a new understanding of what
you are able to do and what the needs
are—these may be different from your
own familiar situation. So that in
forming the Peace Corps, a modern,
industrial nation has assumed that in
the abundance of its trained manpower are individuals who can help
to mekt needs in underdeveloped
countries, given their goal of industrialization and moderriization.
Most Peace Corps teaches make
the adjustment in Africa.
.
But of the Peace Corps Volunteers
1 knew, 1 would say one half had gone
beyond their adjustment to an involvement with their situation in real
friendships, projects or a lively curiosity about local politics, art or religion that brought them out of their
jobs, their culture and themselves.
And of this group half again were
sufficiently involved that they could
be of service: that service which came
from their own assessment of what
they could do, what was wanted and
what was needed in tbe situation. This
msessment was the only way to balance all the various deprivations,
duties and diversions which were
around them asking for their time.
These were the effective Volunteers.
Whether they were succmsful depended some on circumstance.
But
service attempted without th!s assessment was not sewice at all but invariably ihin~ imposed, bepn and unfinished, finished and unused, tried
and abandoned, given up, wasted.
Extra class work on the binomial

theorem may be needed or it may not.
A camera club may be needed or not.
A latrine in the village may be needed
or not. Or better staff relations, or
flowers in tbe compound, or assistance
at [he dispensary, or basketball introduced, or a clean-up campaign. A specific activity can’t be prescribed for
Volunteers in general. But in his own
context, the Volunteer will have priorities for service if he is sufficiently
adjusted and invoived to make an
effective assessment of needs.
The question is not what a Volllnteer must do but what he must be to
serve.
Language proficiency is important.
So are classroom and sublect competence, and comprehension
of local
society. But beyond these the Vollln.
teer’s sensitivity, persistence, flexibility
and nlature judgment in the situation
are crucial to the possibility of service.
The latter can atone for a lack of the
former. The reverse, unfortunately, is
not true.
Since most Peace Corps Volunteers
enter a new culture and a new job
as green Peace Corps Volunteers and
young adults, they need to grow. The
process of adjustment and involvement takes time and the best Volunteers cannot begin their service at
once. The capability for growth is
essential if Peace Corps Volunteers
are not to give up, hang on and merely
wait out their two years,
Growth

prep=tion

It is clear that training cannot hope
to make Peace Corps Volunteers.

Only growth in the oveneas situation
will make Volunteers and the situation cannot be anticipated.
Training
can hope, however, to orient them to
goals in acquiring skills and concepts
relevant to overseas sewice, and to
assess their resources
for meeting
these goals as a prediction of their
performance overseas. The prediction
can be valid only if their growth during training is in a context similar to
generally
required
overseas,
that
speaking, a context where their motivation, resources and support come
from themselves. Set reasonable goals
with the trainees’ consent and then
force them to take responsibility for
11

their own time and energy in meeting
these goals, for the choice and use of
resource materials and personnel. Only
in this way can a training program
bring out the sensitivity, persistence,
mature
judgment,
and
flexibility
which, along with the potential for
growth, are the crux of volunteering.
Pmitive

selection

The selection process is then reversed: selecting people in, determining which of the intelligent, healthy
and obedient
applicants
have the
additional
resources
necessary
for
being a Peace Corps Volunteer, instead of passing through an entire
group with the exception of teaching
incompetents or serious psychological
cases who are selected ot!r.
The overseas support given the resourceful Volunteer is crucial. If the
emphasis is placed upon his own
assessment of the situation, he will
need the stimulus of other experiences
and wiser heads. A Peace Corps Volunteer needs desperately to talk about
what he is doing and explain the
choices he has made. Contact with
others thro<gh conferences, visits or
even reports will help him and stimulate growth in the difficult early
months.
1 do not feel that projects can be
given this kind of field support by
staff, But then 1 don’t think this kind
of training and selection process would
result in large projects. If I am anywhere near right in my estimate of
effective volunteering
and effective
Voluntee~,
we are missing the boat
75 per cent of the time, The hard
truth is that we do not have an experience here for almost any college
graduate with some motivation for it
and no serious physical or mental
handicaps, but one requiring special
skills and qualities not, 1 fear, too
common in this culture and this age
groupnor
probably in any.
The author, a graduate of Harvard
Un;versiry, is now studying latv at the
of California at Berkeley.
University
As a Volunteer
Ile taught in Lagos,
wrofe a re[evision series for Nigerian
educational
television
and organized
two volunlary serv;ce projects.

People and landscapes of Peru are frequellt subjects in Volunteer Irwin Zagar’s
current art work.
Before joining the Peace Corps more
than twoandahalfvears
ago, Zagar taught
arts and crafts to childre{ in New York
tity slums. Now he and his wife, Julia,
also a Volunteer, teach arts and crafts tO
Peruvians. In the Andean village of Chucuito, where they were working with the
Aymar~ Indians, Zagar began tbe woodcuts on these pages. ~ey
were later fin-

—

Lucila sai alone and reflected, a<
Why did I tell my father I would accept this Clavio? He has no sense of humor and he isve~ dark-skinned.’,

Trumpets and drums play for
three day+ the village mery
makers dance and drink.

ished in Cochas, where the ~gars are now
stationed.
A recent showing of Zagar’s woodcuts
and watercolors at a Washington, D. C. art
gallery evoked this jud~ent
from a 10cal
art critic: “These (woodcu&) are stark and
striking, in just a few lines, with a wOnderful relation of hat to head and of figure or
head to the small format.’,
Zagar calls the series of woodcuts pictured here, “The Aymar& Wedding.”

Though the musicians are in the house eating
knucklebone WUP, old Maria continues dancing.
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Clavio’s father and fatherin-law watch him shake hands
and drink with the relatives.
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Pitfalls of translating the Peace
Do GWD. BY Williatn Sayre$.
Rinehart
and Wimton,
New
C;(Y, 253 pnges. $4.95.
By JOHN

Hoh,
York

TORPHY

“These Peace Corps people, are
they expensive?’
“What do you mean, expensive
“DO they cost much? Per unit, of
course. I don’t think we would need
more than one.”
“Why do you need one?
“El Tabor has one. So does San
-.Isidro. .It. would. be nice to-have one
of our own.’,
“1 don’t think that they sell them.
They more or less give them away.
You have to give them back after
awhile,”
“1 suppose they might wear out
rather quickly in this climate. If one
wore out, would they give us another?’
“They might. If it were only the
climate that wore him out.”
“We would not be demanding.
It
takes little to divert us.”
Such a hopeful opening is but
briefly sustained, and Do Good by
William Sayres soon makes the mistake of taking itself and community
development seriously. What early in
the. novel appears to be a deep grey
humor (possibly a Catch 22 of the
Peace Corps) skids into a Latin :’Petticoat Junction” and finally degenerates
to the point that Peter Bradley, Peace
Corps reject who stayed, becomes the
village hero.
Peter, one of those trainees who
went to see the psychiatrist without
being ~ked, arrives in a small Andean
community after being selected out at
the end of the in<ountw
training.
Disillusioned with the petty struggl=
and
ill-informed
pomposity
of the
training ordeal, he doubted and sought
to escape the spotlight which hid the
disorder in shadows. Rather than return to the U. S., he chooses to remain
in the count~ and even vawely hopes

that the Peace Corps will pick him
up again.
Also in the village is a Harvard
anthropologist
who has long overstayed his academic inquisitiveness.
Its Indian inhabitants are a collection
of philosophic
farmers,
cardboard
Latins and a few—too few—neatly
sketched characters.
One such is the
local leftist whose inspiration and subjects for propaganda
postem come
from copies of Mad magazine with
consequent
surrealist nightmares
of
Nelson Rockefeller
haranguing
the
masses—Henry
Lute, Prin:::s
Margaret, “Frank Sinatra, etc.—to break
the bonds of economic enslavement.
The local population greets Peter’s
arrival with the enthusiasm of a somnambulant clam, until a religious festival brings the local priest and Peter
together in a tangle of cssock and
costume.
After partaking of several
slugs of aguardiente,
Peter joins the
mad show under the fiery trappings of
the vaca Iota (mad bull) by charging
the priest in the middle of hi sermon,
goring propriety though not the priest.
The same evening, Peter comes faceto-pelvis with his first crisis in an
audience-participation
show given by a
local exotic dancer. Confronted with
this Indian fertility symbol, he passes
out.
From that point on so does the
book. me author becomes serious
and so does Peter. He is seized by a
severe c~e of tangible development
and sets about repairing a long-forgotten bridge—forgotten
because it
leads from and to nowhere. This vital
activity is neeted with complete indifference by the village, although it
is somehow completed.
Undaunted,
Peter then decides to improve agricultural production by setting an ex-pie.
He plank his own small plot,
using all the proper modern techniques
and supplements and, to univenal astonishment
(including the reader’s),
the crops are the bat in the village.
Spawning success hke an over-sexed
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salmon, Peter then moves into adult
education, and soon the village is
packing ihe schoolhouse.
Spectral in physique, all this work
leaves Peter in an advanced state of
collapse, which he promptly does. But
as the bus waddles towards the capital
with Peter hospital and U.S.-bound,
a changed village lies behind. Around
the bridge a thriving market bas developed. Local farmers are using fer.
tilizer, pesticides and contour planting
with unmatched femor. And everyone
is getting literate. It’s a community
developrngnt
happgning.
Pe!er haz
even reawakened
the anthropologist
—perhaps the most amazing feat of
all. And all this in one year.
Peter’s story is sort of a new-invillage Volunteer’s fantasy or a returned Volunteer’s accomplishments
after the twentieth re-telling. The most
unfortunate fact is that Mr. Sayres has
an ear for village speech and an easy
writing style. If he had made up his
mind whether to be cutting or light or
serious, Do Good might have.
The novel, along with the sporadic
efforts of other authors, indicates a
difficulty involved in wing the Peace
Corps or a Peace Corps Volunteer as
a fictional base. Much like the sports
world, image and the two-dimensional
characterization
of the press release
have become the Peace Corps reality
rather than an inept description of it.
It may well have left only polar possibilities+ither
“John Doe, Peace
Corps Volunteer;
the infinitely dull
story of what he did; or else a fantmy
of the super Volunteer comparable to
what The Natural by Bernard Malamud was for baseball. The latter is
the only oppoflunity to convert the
Peace Corps into good fiction. Peter
w= “the natural” but, unfoflunately,
Mr. Sayres did not write the fantasy.
John Torphy is Progrum Oficer for
of the
the Latin America
Reg;o”
Peace Corps. He wu o Volunteer in
the Dominican
Republic.

Zorps into fiction without fantasy
DON QUIXOTE, U.S.A.

By Richard

Powell. Ch4rles Scribners Sore, New
York Ci(y. 280 pages. $4.95.
By TOM PLAUT

Here is a novel of varyin8 levels
of juvenile humor. Its relationship to
the Peace Corps is unnecessa~
and
unfortunate.
The Black Sheep of a Boston Brahmin family, Arthur Peabody Goodpasture, rejects Harvard for a Southern
state university and, following the
same line of downward
mobility,
chooses banana cultivation
in the
Peace Corps over banking on Baton’s
State Street, As his actions suggest,
he is not very bright.
Powell’s novel traces “El titupido”
Goodpasture’s career from his arrival
on the island of “San Marco’, somewhere in the Caribbean to the golpe
that makes him its dictator. His success is attributable to total accident
with a small sprinkling of implausible
intelligence and, God save us all,
some community organization,
El &tupido is the lone Volunteer
on San Marcw there ue no staff, contractor’s ovenea representatives, etc.
San Marco’s dictator decides that the
Volunteer’s murder would be the most
valuable Peace Corps contribution to
the island, since his death could be
attributed to the rebel “land reformers” and the United Statm then would
provide milita~ aid to eliminate the
rebels.
But host country

national

incompe-

tence louses up the murder. El fitupido is captured by the rebels and
eventually becoma their cook (catching fish by throwing hand Wenades
Tom Plant & a former newspoper)nan who hm been a public informo.
tion write, for the Peace Corps. He
;s cur,ently
a“ ope,atiom
ofice,
i“
the Latin America
Region, breed i“
WWhingron.

in a lagoon), radio announcer, community development
expert, squad
organizer (he thinks the squads are
Boy Scout troops: Get it? He’s stupid).
Although his characters hamper the
novel, author Powell still manages at
times to write well, maintaining both
humor a]]d the readers interest albeit
he is cautiously snide after some description. Samples:
On the Volunteer sile: “San Juan
consists of several dozen adobe
huts built on the architectural principle of the mud pie. A thatch of
palm fronds nest on the typical but
as if placed there by a large and untidy
bird.”
On a host country govern)nent oficia[: “Captain Veleta had arrived earlier in a black Jaguar. He wore a
white uniform
with black patent
leather boots, black belt and black
pistol holster with a mirror finish, and
had the air of a dragon fly cmising
among gnats.”
On a host country nationa~s ]nentaliry: “ft is not your practice to think
very hard, Pepe, when faced with a
difficult problem~
“NO Sefior, my practice is to shmg,
Eke everyone else in San Marco.”
On a host country nationa/-Peace
Corps

put
her
jolt
she
the

Volunteer

relationship:

“1

my arm around her and bent to
lips, For a moment, as jolt after
rippled through my body 1 thought
had by error pulled the trigger of
submachine Wn. Good Heavens,

primary vehicle in the book seines no
purpose at all. El &tupido
could
have made it to San Marco via any
one of a large number of mythological
and improbable exchange prowam.
The use of the Peace Corps’ name
does not help the book. And the
book certainly does not help the
Peace Corps.

A Volunteer

author

A book by a former Volunteer hm
been published in Germany and is
being used in schools there for advanced students of English.
The paperback,
titled A Peace
Corps Year Wifh Nigerians, is a collection of letters written by William
R. Shurtleff, who was a physics teacher ‘in Eastern Nigeria during 1964
and 1965.
Before his Peace Corps semice
Shurtleff had studied in Germany, and
one of his former pro fessom there
arranged for publication of his letters
from Nigeria. The letters cover the
~riod of his Peace Corps life from
training through the first year, and
the final chapter is a dacription
of
the author’s six weeks with Dr. Albert
Schweitzer in Gabon in early 1965.
Shurtleff is now in graduate school
at Stanford Univemity. His book is
not available for general distribution
in the U.S.

our sexual forcefields were active
today.”
But wav down deep: “1 have often
wondered why liberty for one group
of people SWUS miseV for another.”
Those were his Iwt words before
tating over San Marco.
k a work of fiction, Don Quixote,
U.S.A. rarely refem to people, thine
or places real. There are several ref erencm to the United Statm and
Russia, but their roles and the references are supportive and seconda~.
Powel~s use of the Peace Corps as a
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Photo

volume

Carl Purcell, director of photog
raphy for the Peace Corp.
is the
author of a new book titled Teach Me!
The 127.page volume is a phot~
gaphic
esay
on education in the
United Stat~, and W- published hy
the National ~ucation
hsociation,
where Purcell w~ a photographer for
eight yearn before he joined the Peace
Corps last spring.

Lessons from the priest at Pirambu
Padre H41;0 Campos ;s a legend in the annals of community development
in Brazil. Ever since he was “discoverefl
by a Peace
Corps site surveyor, he has been a source of wisdom and inspiration
(o Volunteers in the Store of Cearh. Fermino Spencer, former associate director there, says Volunteers were placed with the padre “on
the basis %ve’d learn from him.” One of the three Volunteers who
has been serving with Padre Hilio in Pirambu for the past year has
chronicled the Brazilian priest’s work in the following article.

By TOM

BEHKY

chances
citv life would demand of felt no compunction in using them
-.
-—them, were no mores hocked-than
the-–-They
wete ‘workin-g- with--th=e corn-” —
This city is undergoing rapid urbacity, which was ill-prepared to proponents of a highly ignitable comnization.
Its new industries are at- vide schools and health facilities for
munity, They had been advised by
tracting
thousands
of landless and
them.
Consequently,
the immigant
everyone who knew the community
unemployed workers from the serr;o,
favel.dos
released their feam and
to s[ay away; many even predicted
the arid Brazilian interior. They have
hatreds in the form of human degrathat they would both be dead within a
come in such numbers that the rate
dation: they turned to murder, stealshort time. Stabting fatalities averof population growth in Fortaleza has
in8, knife-fighting
and prostitution.
aged two per day.
surpassed that of booming S50 Paulo.
Pirambu
rapidly became the worst
It took three years of constant prodAn estimated
780,000 people live favela of Fortaleza, and one of tbe
ding and teaching before Padre H61io
here.
worst in the Northe=t—a
living helland Dons Aldaci achieved a sem- Many of these immigrants settle in hole of animal sumival.
blance of community
organization.
Pirambu.
This is a bairro, or neighIn this atmosphere, a few men at- The handful of men they had drawn
borhood, that during tbe past 15 years
tempted to organize into groups that
into their regular meetings went out
has gown to about 50,000 residents.
would be responsible to the commu.
on their own to tell others of necesMost of them sold their personal posnity at large, but their efforts were
sary reforms in the community. They
sessions to make the trip here. They
largely futile.
began holding reunions and constructare uneducated and unaccustomed to
Padre H61io Campos,
who. had
ing schools. That wm the beginning.
the pace of city life. Most have had
worked in a neighborhood
not far
no homes or friends to call on; they
from - Pirambu, paid occsional
visits
petit
Tbe timhg
have stayed with distant relatives or
to the troubled bairro, and in 1956 he
The breakthrough
came on New
friends of friends from the interior,
moved there as a community pmtor.
crowding into small palm leaf and
ccWhen the archbishop asked that I Year’s Day, 1962 with the famous
march on city hall. On that day
mud hu~.
The expanding
bairro
come to work in Pirambu,” the padre
20,000 marching and singing citizens
spilled over into a beautiful beach
recalls, “he confessed: ‘1 don’t have
area.
the courage to order a priest to of Pirambu trekked three miles from
The sertanejos
that flocked into
Pirambu since I am certain he wfil go their bairro to city hall to make demands upon the political Ieadem of
Pirambu were unable to continue the
mad within eight days., “ Despite this
Fortaleza for decent fiving conditions
sleepy pace of life of the interior. The
ominous warning, the padre went in.
and land rights.
migrants, totally unprepared
for the
His first self-assigned task was to make
me city was filled with awe as the
a decent living area for the thousands
mmses
from
the slum proceeded
of
rebellious,
angry
favelados.
Tonz Belsky and his )vife, Suzanne,
the streets, singing their
Padre HLlio and Dons Aldaci, a through
a nurse, hove been learning and pracequivalent of a civil rights hymn and
ticing community development
with
state social worker, began to move
remaining orderly as they had been
among
the fave[ados,
Padre H41io since December, 1965.
questioning,
drilled by various group Ieadem.
praising and suggesting. Many times
A third Volunteer, Jim McManis, hm
“The ciiy was in our hands; recalls
also worked with the Brazilian priest
their lives were endangered by the
Padre HLlio. “We could have done
inhabitants
who carried knives and
during the past year.
Fortaleza,

Brazil.
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almost anything?
The police and
other officials were at a loss, so they
just stepped back and left the city
center in the hands of the marchers.
After a short discourse by Padre
H41io the crowd dispersed from the
center s peacefully as it had arrived.
The march on Fortaleza remains
the apex of social mobilization in
Pirambu.
The participants found a new faith
in themselves and a respect from
others they had never experienced before. They had shown the city that
the members of Pirambu were equal
to the task of organizing and working
together in a Christian atmosphere for
the improvement of tbe entire community. Subsequent acquisition of the
land gave the members of the bairro
for improving
their
an incentive
homes; nlany of the mud shacks were
torn down, others were improved and
made sturdier to weather the rainy
season.
Government
assistance bebecame available for local improvements. Gtizens began worktng together for their mutual benefit. It is a
common sight today to see men helping each other build additions on their
houses. A self-help housing project,
scheduled for completion this year,
will house some 300 families. Men
work on the houses in groups of 20
and 30 at night.
Sense of community
Pirambu now provides schooling
for more than 70 per cent of its children. Social centers have been orga.
ntied and meeting halls have appeared
on the sands of the ba;rro. Annual
elections are held for the community
council. The council has set up tribunals and simplified the legal process of obtaining property righk.
On tbe economic side of the ledger,
Padre H61io says: “Our main concern
is that the people become independent;
self-sufficient in that which they can
In Pirambu, ecobe self-sufficient:
nomic development has been synonymou with cooperatives.
A fish cooperative now markets almost 40 tons
of fish a year in Fortaleza. It has been
followed by an artisan’ co-op and
small community industri=.
But one of the most impressive
aspects of the work done in Pirambu
is the change in attitudes of people.
The area is more Iiveable. There is
now a sense of community, and hope.
What would happen if Padre H61io
left? A Pirambu bricklayer who also

seines as a district judge voiced a
common sentiment
when he said:
“We’re no longer children, we have
been taught to walk by Padre HLlio;
now we are the ones who will lead

the community.
Ofi]r children with
their educatiom will be eve” better
leaders than we are. Pirambu will
not falter, we have !he faith now
to progress,”

‘We brought them hope’
Following
are excerpts
from a
speech given at a meeting of the International Secretariat for Volunteer
Service by Padre H61io Campos:
●
**
It is impossible to set standards for
organizing and developing communities. They can only develop, integrally, with respect to the people who
compose them, taking advantage of
their own values, improving their cultures, helped in their needs, so that
they may grow free, ‘knowing what
they want because they want it, with
nothing imported
or prefabricated,
communities of free men, helped by
government
who do not seek to promote themselves but their people.
***
It is far easier to be a paternalism
and appear humanitarian,
than to be
a realist, confront the problem and
really wish to solve it. It is ewy for
the public authorities
to announce
through press and radio the thine
they have done, to maintain a good
surface appearance
it is easy to
build works. It is tmly difficult and
demands courage, sacrifice, resi@ation and detachment to help others
to grow and become independent of
us. It is e=y to sponsor charity balls,
where we can make our appearance
and glow; it is difficult to renounce this
in favor of those we want to help.
●
**
The heavy industry
children.
***

of the slum is

Politicized individuals, with awak.
ened consciences, must construct their
own society. And the community
must continue this revOlutiOn—peaceful, to be sure, but a tme and firm
revolution which progresses without
demagoguery, without conBict, at tbe
service of good and truth.
Man
building his commutity where he may
live happily
the “community is the
full realization of man, who is the
17

image of God, a being both person
and community. From this, the necessity of an integral vision of man and
his community.
Because of this, we
cannot acc~pt community
development as nothing more than an economic movement.
●
**
The slums remain a defiant challenge when men and governments responsible for human development do
not decide to resolve with urgency
that which has true priority—the full
realization of man and his community, And thus, like all the others,
Pirambu
was born — men without
faith, men who no longer hoped, men
who have lost sight of themselves, men
who with others like them have accepted their common fate .of creeping
daily annihilation and marginalization.
●
**
We came to these people. We
brought them hope, helped them to
live, to discover their own value and
their own dignity. We do not think
of substituting them, for it is they who
must grow, and not us. We are their
friends, someone whom they can trust,
for our only interest is that they make
their own happines+and
it is only
they who can make it. Free men, who
know what they want, are the ody
ones who build their own comm”.
nities.
●
**
We are profoundly happy to report
that among these people POWS, day
by day, the conviction that the advancement of their neighborhood is a
product, above all, of their own work.
It is only that we, side by side with
them, have fought together for the
victory of the community.
At the inauguration of our professional school,
the preident
saluted me as ‘Father
HLlio, chief of Ptiambu
.’ And
one of the leaders corrected him, saying, ‘Father Helio is not the chief of
Pirambu. but our oldest friend:

Training for
Pacific assignment
.
On the Atlantic side of the Florida Keys, atiut 200 Peace Corps trainees prepared
for life and work on islands in the Pacific. The climate and terrain of the Keys
resembles that of the Trust Temitow of the Pacific, the destination of the tminees.
Below, an abandoned World War II jeep on Little Munson island is reminiscent
of war debris remaining on many islands in the Trust Territow. The jeep was used
in the filming of the movie “PT-109:’ The first Volunteers to the Trust Territow

A puppeteer gives
teaching tips

-.
Milugro,

Ecuador

It’s a good thing 1 like puppets:
1 have 15 live ones in n>y fifth and
sixth grade classes in the Ecuadorian
ca,npo, about 40 miles from Guaya.
quil, And, everyday, like the little old
shoemaker in the fairy tale, 1 try ta
breathe life into my wooden students.
If I didn’t, they might never be able
to cut their strings.
Habit and tradition have tied my
students
to an educational
system
based on copying, menlorizing
and
repeating. Their ability to think has
not been encouraged; their tendency
to imagine has not been fostered;
their aptitude to solve problems has
not ken developed.
Three days after I moved into my
site, school opened. Nervously twitching my small moustache, 1 walked into
the one large, undivided clmsroom.
In my best Spanish, I greeted the four
mothers and 13 children who showed
up for the first day of classes. Gradually, othem came, until 1 had 15 of
the 110 pupils in the school. Even
before all my students were present,
I discovered the troth about the eager
little scholars. During the first week,
1 inked my five pupils to draw a man
and color him with any of the 72
crayons 1 had brought with me, All
the drawinm portrayed a man in the
same position—arms
outstretched—
with yellow shirts, black panh and

orange skin. 1 probably should have
lectured them on artistic creativity,
originality and aesthetics.
Instead, 1
said nothing.
Two days later, I tried again. 1 gave
each student a picture magazine and
asked them to write an imaginative
composition:
Who is this person?
Where is he? What is he doing, thinking, feeling? After an hour, only three
had completed the assignment. Watching my creative teaching idea sink into
ignominious failure made me lose my
Gaelic temper, almost. Fortunately, I
remembered that the response, or lack
of it, is the fault of the system, not
of the students. Frustration set in.
At the end of the first week, I had
drawn
one
important
conclusion.
When 1 wrote on the blackboard, the
students could copy the information
in their notebooks and then repeat it
back the next day. For example, 1
taught them how to change fratiions
to decimals. If I explained that numbers I-1 O on page 22 were conversion
problems, they could find the answer
e=ily. But when I gave verbal problems and didn’t tell them they had to
change the fractions, they were puz.
zled and unable to solve the riddle.
This left two alternatives: give them
the copy- memorize -repeat
method
they were used to and teach them
nothing or, give them the copythinkaPPly method which wu tt”familiar,
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and perhaps teach them something. 1
decided on the latter and thm began
to change the system, at lemt for my
15 studenb.
Hoping that my imagination would
compensate for a lack of education
courses and practical experience, I
began making plans to resuscitate my
puppets. Not all of the ideas have
worked, of cou~e.
Not all of the
ideas have been tried yet. Not all of
the ideas are going to change the
habits of f“ur or five years i“ a few
short months. But occasionally a student will see some new relation by
himself, discover that he has to convert 215 to .4 before he can solve the
probtem, or make a discovery by
thinking a“d applying rather than by
memorizing,
Every so often one of
mY passive puppets will become ex.
cited and be transformed into an eager
tittle scholar. This doesn>t happen frequently, just often enough to keep me
from becoming completely discour.
aged. For anyone else in a similarly
discouraging situation, 1 offer some
ideas I’ye tried with my..puppets._
One successful anti-puppet device
has been the map game, Every other
morning the gallinas (hens) oppose
the gallos (roosters). A boy and girl
go to one of the Peace Corps book
locker maps on the wall, I call out
the name of a place. The first one to
find it earns a point for his team. The
first team to get 21 points wins. Maps
of Ecuador, South America and the
world are used alternately. As a variant, the game can be played as a relay.
Each team has a list of sites. After
the first person finds the first site, he
rmhes back to the line, hands the list
to the next person who must find the
second place, and so on. The game
can also be played using grid coordinates of longitude and latitude to
encounter sites.
Ou@ide rmtig
Because I’ve studied journalism and
worked o“ scholastic a“d professional
newspapers, reading a daily paper is
important to me, But not to my puppets. Convinced
that they should
know what is going on in the world
beyond the cane fields, 1 introduced
the idea of reading a newspaper two
or three afternoons a week, 1 give
each student a few pages of the paper
with certain stories checked. He has
to read the story and answer my oral
questions about ifi contents. When he
is done, he chang~ sectiom with another student. Usually I ask them to

find the dateline on the map. Most
of them, consequently, know where
Vietnam,
Cuba,
Wmbington,
and
other news fronti are. I also me the
newspaper to aid our mutually poor
Spanish grammar, by wking them to
find examples of irregular verbs or to
find certain tenses of verbs or to tell
me the subject of the lead sentence.
Discipline is not a problem because
1 can out-yell 15 kids. But discipline
is needed in a room without walls with
four other ~ades and 95 other children. Many times I discovered ‘they
were getting on my gringo nemes with
their chattering and general goofing
off. So 1 introduced a system my own
sixth grade teacher used. First, I made
a list of the things that annoy me
most: copying from each other, talking when Ym writing on the board,
cheating on tests and so forth. Then
they copied my new decalogue in their
notebooks, Now ignorance of “Shavian
law” is no excuse for classroom crime.
&ch day the fimt student to break a
rule gets a little block of wood, When
someone else falters, the new offender
gets the block. At the end of the day,
whoever holds the block gets paddled
firmly, As a result, afternoon sessions
are’ very well behaved and I’ve dis.
covered it does not hurt me more than
it hurts them,
Mudcal

math

In general, I try to make them see
relationships. One week I taught both
grades the musical scale, the names
of the lines and spaces, the significance
and composition of time signatures
and measures. They probably thought
I was crazy. The next week, in introducing fractions to the fiflh grade, 1
used an exercise i“ which they had to
write a valid musical measure in 4/4
and other time signatures. Eventually,
they discovered that a whole note in
4/4 is similar to a “nit of one, a
quarter note is similar to one-fourth.
Whenever possible, 1 try to teach
practical things. Because of money
and distance, none of the sixth graders
will go to secondary school next year.
Therefore, it is important that they
learn thing
applicable to the real
world outside the concrete schoolhouse. 1 get them involved i“ my.
community
development
projects,
which usually center
aro””d
the
school. They memured the sites and
staked out the dimensions for the Iatrinm and school garden. They fi~red
out how many plants of various vege-

be put into the available
garden. With the latrines
they’ve learned something
area and volume. As
convince the Pudres de
of the local
Familia (a combination
school board and PTA ) to spend the
money, my puppets will memure the
inside of the school and determine
how much paint will be needed to
cover the walls. After completing a
unit on the structure, functions and
care of the teeth, I obtained 30 toothbrushes, 1 gave them to all of my
students and to some fourth gradem.
That afternoon, in front of 100 students, a few parents and two Ecuadorian teache~, f demonstrated how
to use a toothbrush with salt as a
dentifrice.
In the field of health, we have also
studied nutrition.
Solemnly my students tell me the importance of green
vegetables, milk and meat in a wellbatanced diet. Then they go home
for lunch to eat watery soup, rice,
yucca (a starchy, bland tuber) and
perhaps a bit of fish. I’m trying to
start a CARE lunch program so I can
demonstrate the importance of nutrition to both the k]ds and their mothers.
I’m atso trying to get a few students
to plant small home vegetable plots.
I’m saving two ambitious projects
for later in the. year: the family tree
and the great map. Of the 45 families
in the area, almost all are related to
four major nuclear families. 1 want
to draw a huge family tree so they and
I will undemtand why so many have
the same maternal or paternal name.
Near the school, and my room. at
[he end of it, are only three houses.
The other villagers live in the fields.
To help me know the area better and
to help my puppeu appreciate geography in a real sense, 1 want to draw
a master map of the area. Each stu.
dent will be raponsible
for drawing a map that relat= his home to
the road and the school. By combining the maps, 1 should get a more
complete picture of the surroundings.
1 hope some of my ideas help my
puppets cut the strings that bind them
to a senseless system. I don’t want
to be the geat manipulator. I’d much
rather be the little old shoemaker who
somehow breathes a spark of life and
imagination
that changes wooden
habits and attitudes.

LEVVERS

tables could
space of the
and garden,
of ~rimeter,
soon as 1

Dennis Shaw is a correspondent
for
THE VOL~TEER.
He hm been a Volun reer in Ecuador for eight mon tbs.
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Vs. blanket

policies

To THE VOLU~EER:
The two letters printed in the Au~t
VOLUNTEER concerning the closing of
the hostels reflect so clear!y the bmic
absurdity of the decision that closed
them,
One letter defended the hostels with
some good re~ons.
and the other
spoke against them with some equally
cogent remarks.
The point is that ihe hostel experience was necessarily different in every
country, and the decision to clme hmtets should have been made on that
basis, not as a ‘blanket policy.
Unfortunately,
the absurdity that is
revealed in the hostels case is repre.
sentative of the insensitivity of all
blanket policies, which seem to be the
only kind that Peace Corps Washington is capable of formulating these
days.
1s there no trust in communication
from bottom to top?
‘A. TOM LINNELL
Penang, Malaysia

Sigel’s

friends

To THE VOLUNTEER:
I read with considerable concern
Mrs. C, W. Stamp’s critique [THE
of Efrem Sigel’s
VOLUNTEER, A“g”st)
article, “Friends, Do Volunteers really
have themY
Efrem Sigel was an excellent Vol.
unteer, probably one of the most dedicated and industriow
in any group
that bas sewed in the Ivory Comt.
From her vantage point in Sioux Falls,
S.C., I feel that Mrs. Stamp is hardly
qualified to level so broad a spectrum
of criticism on a subject of which she
knows little.
We here in the IVOW Co~t have
a unique and ve~ difficult role. We
operate in a French+ riented culture
and in a country that boats highly
developed economic and political systems. The amount of pemonal initiative that a Volunteer is allowed to
take is severely limited by both oficial governmental restrictions and by
deeply ingrained
feelins
held by

Ivoinens about the role that wtit~
shotid
play.
To go &yond
tb=e
Iitatiom
may arowe feehn~ of sm.
picion and not feefin~ of gatitude.
Tb=e smpiciom may even jeopardh
the Volunteem’ stated and official role.
I feel = d~
the majority of my
compatriofi,
that Sigel’s aticle k a
good indiution
of the pr~ent situation in which mmt Volunteem live and
react vis-h-vis the Ivoirien.
me
peace COTS role varies so
~eatly from count~ tO countV that
no one is qualified to critic~
peace
Corps activiti= in one place because
he or she (or some member of the
family) had an experience in another.
We wish that people on the oufiide
wOutd thl~
cmefully and 100k into
the reai facts before they attempt tO
generalize peace Corps ideals to every
situation.
I would like to add that my own
proflam Of village Health ~ucation
wm a r~ult of pilot work done by
Sigel both during h~ rewlar msignment s an English teacher and during hIs sgmmer project.

Indi=
bureaucracy produce
a wan
stie
tiom the Volunteer aod the
comment, “Oh weU, this is India.”
Let the sme
bureaucracy
be evideoced by Pea= COWS India, and
the Volunteer WW ra~.
He h= expectatiO~ that U.S. Organ~tiOns are
suppOsed tO be cOmpetent, even if
they happen tO ~ in lndia.
Now, jwt to give titinea
a pile of
fmstratiom,
just to see if they can
take it, is tO mislead them. ~ey
shOuld be tOld Of lndian strew, and
they shOuld have startling exampl=
Of it, if pOssible. But it shOuld nOt
become a fraternity initiation, an experience made so unnec=sari!y
~ficult that tie ‘O1unteer must Identify
with the Organ~atiOn ~cause ~Ot tO
dO ,s0 might remind him that hls Sufferlng ‘mn’t ‘eally wOrth It
1 wm delighted to hear of the central impotiance placed on job training

(and One can OnlY hOee that these
Volunteers have been adequately programmed),
but 1 agree with those
doubts expr-sed
by one of the lang“age instr”cton,
who felt that the
–
trainees
were
not
=ked
to ‘mike the –
THOMAS LE;N-R~
right sacrific=.
Certainly,
amplify
Korhogo, lVOV CO* I
Indian popular music, with iti Wating
soprano voices, but none of the substandard
housing,
or overcrowded
‘Phony stress’
Iatrine
facilitia
are
appropriate:
neither the Indian government
nor
To ~E VOLWEER:
the Peace Corps would let a VolunPreparing Volunteem for real strms
is commendable.
Enough is known
teer live like that! It maY be rOmantic
to show that you can live under difiabout the stresses of Volunteem in
cult physical conditions, but this is
India that training could direcdy apply
not the real adj~ment
problem overthis knowledge,
Phony strw should
seas, and it should not be made into
be avoided.
An example of phony
a phony issue in training.
“
str=s is the Jud@ent Ridge, Vermont
Roz PARIS
waining site, where THE VOLUNTEER
Trivandmm, Kerala
(Augut)
stat-:
“Tbeira imwmtop
lacet hetrainees
lndia
in a radically different environment—
one in which the trainea would exNeed for sympathy
perience a detiitk reaction to change
in habim—where they would be able
To THE VOLUNTEER:
to =sms their reactions &fore going
The Peace COVs etisti at ih pr=to India.”
ent sim today became we have experiThe fallacy that phony str=s is m
enced some small succss
at nation
si@idcant and valuable m real str~s
building. It istbis which distin~ish=
Ii= in the arWment that dl stres is it from VISTA, or civil righk and
the sine, that all SK-S is sm=sfil. A comm”tity
action =o”ps back i“ the
stindard ploy when a trainee suggesk
States, for they work exclusively with,
discontent with the methoti or co”.
and directly for, the poor.
tenti of training is to say, “Well, if you
Most of the Volunteers inlndia are
can’t take thii f~tiation,
how are engaged in one m~ct or another of
you going to take it over there?’
food production.
But it is the big
From my experience “over there:
Reddi (dominant cut% lantiord) wbo
~d like to point out that Volunteers
owns most of the land and is tbe one
will Wrwive a fmstiating
simation
most negative to new ides ad techd~erentiy,
depnding
upon thek ex- niqu= of a@cdwe.
The qu=tion
~ctatiom.
A siNatiOn
involving
that often arisa
is should we be
z

(big men) or poor extension
@
workem, even though the fomer are ,
in most c~es more effective in intiOducing technologicti change? And i
this the only thing we can and want
to effect?
Did we come to India bcause it,
nee~ tO grOw mOre fOOd, and whO
can deny the need, or did we come
became of our feeling for the poor?
Can we be satisfied with the hope that
the shops will have more rice to sell
next Year, when at the S~G time we
knOw hat peOple are tOO POOr tO
buy it?
How should we go about raising
fOOd prOductiOO? Sahebs migh! raise
‘Ore .fOOd, but. ‘icy won’t ~ve an
extenslOn vOrk?r ‘ie ‘Ucentlve ‘0
eedal ten miles In 120-degree heat tO
inseminate a poor villager’s only shebuffalo, nor will they influence a
wealthy landlord to look at his laborem

sahebs

with anY feeling Of empathy.
We are always on display—as irritating = it is at times. That is why
1 think we should be conscious of that
unmentionable called “image. ~..To Put
it more—palatably, we should always
be aware; aware of how people look
at not only what we do, but the how’s
and why ’s. Incremw in rice or poultv
might take a httle longer, but a sympathy and a concern might take root
somewhere along a long, hot road or
in a tbird+lass train—a love if you
will—(nOw ~m labeled and filed).
BmL HOWE
Andhra Pradesh
India

Workers

,
*

wanted

To THE VOLUNTEER:
What the Peace Corps neeb are
workers capable of starting, continuing, and succew filly completing jobs.
Whether they be draft-dodgers, paid
technicians, or shofi-term contractor
mattem not.
Wat is not nmded are idedlsb who
wallow in a sea of cotiseration,
philosophe~ who sit beneath Bo trees
and palter tbe merib andcomequences
of their work like soothsayer divining
the number ofteetb in the head of a
home, and rationalize
who fail to
begin for fea of”lack of suppoti or
defeat.
Men cannot meet in friendship and
undentanding until they have reached
an equal footing: An indigent man
cannot bafier with a rich man undf
he hm found his own r-ourcm,
an
illiterate mancamot
debate anintelli-

Q

gent man unlti he h= become literate,
a black man cannot shake the band of
a white man until he is no longer
treated m being itierior.
The job mut come first. It must
be the meam, and must suffice, if
need be, for the end.
Mm HONE
St. Thomas, Jmaica

More

horsing

Memorandum
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:
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:
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1966
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To THE VOLUNTEER:
In ftdl sympathy with your “camp”
Volunteers in Ecuador, we have consulted our technical advisers and can
offer the following:
Red Ryder’s horse: Thunder
His sidekick: Li’1 Beaver
Lfl Beaver’s horse: Papome”
This represenb a general consensus.
The Trivia Department
ACCION
New

International

York City

Editor’s note: Everybody
stole our
Thunder. Correspondent
Larry Hayes
reports thar Volunteers in Kalkurichi,
Ind;a, ,<havegot outtheir
conzic books
and have come up with Thunder.”
And Mrs. Amy Wells, Peace Corps
mother, sent us a picture from “Red
Ryder andthe Adventure
at Chimney
Rock.”

PCVS as communicators

Number One Pmk Avenue is the most prestigious address h tbe
Peace Corps. But don’t look for it in Manhattan.
The home behind
tbe number is shown above, and it is headquarters
fOr peace COTPS
director Charles Wood and company in Kln@ton, Jamaica.

To THE VOLUNTEER:
I have been thinking about two
problems the Volunteer experiences in
trying to explain to family, friends,
and U.S. citizens in general what it is
Lke to live in a foreign culture, The
first problem peflaim to the Volunteer
in the field and his lack of preparation
to absorb and record h[s experiences.
The second problem is the difficulty
of conveying these ex~riencw
to the
U.S. public while he is in the field
and after he bas remrned home.
I say this process of communication
is a problem’to a Volunteer because
I believe a much wider presentation
of foreign cultures is needed in our
countV.
For example, how much
better would the man reading his
newspaper in the morning understand
the need for tbe U.S. sending $100
million in aid to eatiquake-shaken
Chile, if before he had see” pictures
of Chilean homes and landscape, heard
a record of Chilean music, or listened
to a lecture on Chilean a~cultural
reform.
Volunteem adtit a need to infom

❑

00

A 75-yez-tdd
Volunteer wm quoted by ber hometown newspaper
as saying about her life in tbe Peace Corps: “1 can’t think of heaven
being any finer.”
❑
on

In tie old, colo~tfc
days of the Peace Corps, they ctied it FU
East and abbreviated it FE. Now it is East Asia and Pacific, and W:
Some wag said they should have renamed it Asia South Se=.

❑

00

Mefl
Ma
a Volunteer h Pmma,
sent a problem to DATA
International, the itiormation
clearinghome.
By coincidence, the man
msi~ed to solve the problem lived only one block from Maa’s
home
in San Francisco.
❑
00
We m quite bppy
to be h tie two sy~able, ten pica Peace Cows,
thank you. The Swiss Volunteers. for Development are the Schwetier
Freiwilhge Fuer Entwicklun&arbeit,
the Geman
Development SeNice
is the Deubcher EntwicbJunsdienst,
and the Liechtenstein Peace COWS
is the Liecbtensteinischer
Entwicklun9dienst.
Now tW saying it.

❑

00

Bemett
advised W Morocco Volunteers: “If you have a roach problem, dust or mop your place with
Boric acid powder/solution
and within 30 days you will be roach- free.”
A memomnd.m

tim

Dr.

The first 30 days are always

Te~

the toughest.

Venezuela. Rupley was shot to death
in Carac~ by police who mistook his
vehicle for one driven by terrorists.
He w% formerly a Volunteer in Pen.
Set up by the Rupley family and
the university
in Stockton,
Calif.,
the Bob Rupley Scholarship providm
ing,to,slap Volunteem on the back any
‘j’
hardif
tham does o“r heroic myth, 1 room, board and tuition. The recipient
will also work part-time m supplement
~:mk: wfio else knows foreign culturhis income. Supporters of the schol:, ~ .iptimately as Volunteers?
arship are now seeking additional
It is remonable, therefore, to say
funds to provide travel and personal
if the U.S. needs to hear about other
countri=,
it is the Volunteer’s job to expenses of the Venezuelan student,
Funds are being solicited by Darwin
speak long and clear. 1 think Peace
Bell, Peace Corps director in Veneshould enCorps = an organhtion
zuela, who reports that contributions
courage the Volunteer to be a writer
may besentc/o
Elliott J. Taylor, Dean
or lecturer m part of his work.
Encouragement
I divide into two of Admissions and Financial Aids,
University of the Pacific, Stockton,
park:
( 1) special training, and (2)
Calif. Check should be made out to
financial aid. Training should empba“Univemity
of the Pacific-Rupley
si= better means of collecting inforfund:
mation and better means of communicating it, like the use of slides, tape
recordem, records, to a paid extension
Co-op newsletter
of sewice once the Volunteer h=
reached home. The latter 1 suggest so
A former Volunteer in Colombia,
as to allow full time to give demonis editing a newsJudith Homfeldt,
strations, lectures, or to write, and thus
letter for membem of the Peace Corps
-insure publicity of one’s exvriencewho want m exchange ‘ideu aboif”
beyond a circle of friends.
cooperatives.
Communication
is an art and a
The Pine Log is being published in
necasity.
There is no re~on why the
Chicago by The Cooperative kague
wide variety of foreign cultura canof the U.S A., a national federation
not receive a better presentation
to
of cooperatives.
It was initially dethe U.S. public if Volunteers decide
signed a an information
letter for
they should do a more pro f=sional job.
Volunt=rs
in Panama,
Colombia,
LAmY ,REnOR
Peru, India and Kenya, where The
Pudn, Caudn
Cooperative
ba~e
has contrach
Chile
with the Peace COWS, but Miss Horn.
cittiens about other cultures, so
most of us wfll write a few newspaper
aticles, and give a few lectures with
slida.
I don’t think this k enough.
1 think the resourc~ of a Volunteer’s
knowledge are being wasted. Not. tr~

U.S.

Rupleyscholarship
A Venezuelan
boy will be the first
of the Bob Rupley Scholarship for study at the Univemityof
the
Pacific.
The scholarship
commemorates
Joseph Robert Rupley, a Peace Corps
staff memhr
who died Imt year in

recipient

feldt says copies tie going to other
countries and she would welcome re.
quests
from
Volunteem
anywhere.
The purpose of the bi-monthiy news.
ietter is to share ideas, problems and

solutions

about

co+ps.

Vaughn

Dkector Jack Vau+
went to
N~eria
dtttig
October hoping
to meet pemnally
tith at Ietie-fOu*
of the 710 VOIunteem b Nige&
One of the m%
sow for W vkit at the time W=
a pemonal ~ome
to a heightend fwlbg
on tbe pof many
Volunteem h Nigeti
tit
tbeti
iie~oinh
on a vtiety of ksues
concemiW Peace Cow admini.
were not being adeqnate
&tfon
Iy Men bto accounb pficu.
Idy in .Wmtigtott.
Vaughn Ad
before he left
tit
the b~
way to me~m
Voluntmr sentimen& on thee &
su= Wm to go see md listen for
himself. On tivd
h Lagm, he
tid he did not plmt to mlve any
problems. ‘fit
k up to the Vol.
Iunteek
md tbe Peace COF
s~fl here,’) he mid.
On
the tip
over, Vaughn
actd. u m.”noficid
“Bcofi of.. -.
ficerpy for 141 Volunteem 0“ a
chtier
flight. me new Volun.
teem were enmute to *nice
in
Sene&,
the lVOV Co@
md
Nigefia.
~e
tiector
deptied
for
Aftiu
on October 6 ~d
W=
todng
Nigeti
when b
iwe
of THE VOLUNTEER went to
pWe look towati fuff cover.
age of tbe tip h the December
he.

Specialized
Director

The newsletter is avaiiable through
Miss Judith Homfeldt,
The Coopers.
tive League of the U. S. A., 59 &t

Van Buren St,, Chicago, Ill. 60605.

in Africa

recruiting
Jack

Vaughn

hm

m-

nounced the appointments
of Avatus
Stone ad less knelle
as director and

deputy director, respectively, of specialized rec~iting for the Peace ti~s.
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